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OVERVIEW

Everything is different now, and there’s no
telling when employees will be back in the
office, if ever.
Capital One doesn’t expect to bring
employees back until after Labor Day.
Amazon has extended its work from home
policy to October. Facebook and Google
will allow employees to work from home
through the end of 2020. Shopify has
closed all offices until at least 2021 with all
employees working from home. Twitter
employees never have to return to the
office if they don’t want to.
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5 Questions Every CIO Must Answer
in the Coronavirus Age
These changes come with new challenges for IT. Some of them you’ve encountered already. Others are
issues to anticipate and prepare for. Then there are the steps you might have overlooked in the scramble
to fully enable remote work for your employees.
Now is the time to strengthen your organization’s security. Let’s look at five questions every CIO should
be asking right now.

1. What Risks Do We Face With
Employees Accessing Applications
From Home?
If you’re using SaaS applications like Office 365,
G Suite, WebEx, and others, accessing applications is

Now is the time to reassess those choices and make
a decision about whether a different option might
better suit your longer-term work-from-home needs.
Here are the three models and what to consider for each:
1. Do nothing or find a workaround. In this case,

fairly simple for your users (though there are risks

users won’t have access to the on-premises applications

— see #2 below). However, if your users still need to

until they return to the office. This is a simple and low cost

access applications that run on premises, you have

option — and a popular one for organizations where

three options, each with their own pros and cons.

users can’t work from home — but it’s also the most

When everyone in your organization shifted to work

disruptive.

from home over the course of a few days, you might
have chosen the path of least resistance to maintain
productivity.
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If users are locked out of applications they need to do

If anyone on the internet can access your login page,

their job, either you’ll face massive drops in

you raise the risk that attackers will try to guess

productivity or users will find a workaround you might

passwords or attempt social engineering their way in.

not like. Could you find the workaround for them with

To discourage these attempts and keep security tight,

a SaaS application that approximates what they had

implement the following measures:

in the office?
2. Use virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI).

Consolidate your login screens. If you use multiple
SaaS applications, you might have a number of

Users can access on-premise applications by signing

public-facing logins. Instead of leaving all of them open

into a VDI session. If users are stuck with their

to the public, you can consolidate them on a single

personal devices while working from home, this can

platform, so users have one login page for a single sign

be a good option since it lowers the risk that any

on that’s more secure.

compromised devices will connect to your network.

Add multi-factor authentication (MFA). This should

To roll out VDI on a large scale likely requires more

be table stakes. If you can, use a smartphone app to

server capacity and additional software licenses. It can

add an extra layer of protection.

also be annoying for users who have to log in to their
computer, then the VDI, then the application.
3. Use a VPN. This way you connect the user’s

Make passwords the second step. The same goes
for PINs and answers to security questions, all of which
can be easy to guess. Only ask for a password after

device directly with the application. It requires less

you’ve required employees to use a hardware token,

infrastructure and typically costs less than VDI, and

enter a PIN sent to their phone, or use a smartphone

users don’t have to jump through several logins to

app to confirm they’re authorized.

get to work.

Consider using CAPTCHAs. Avoid bots by making this

VPNs are typically more complex for users to configure

the first step in authentication to confirm a human who

on their own without IT’s help. If users are working

wants access.

from their own laptop or tablet, you risk inviting an
unmanaged, possibly insecure, and possibly
compromised device onto your network. Obviously
that’s a security risk you shouldn’t take lightly.

Especially if you’ve recently adopted more SaaS
applications to help with working from home, take the
proper steps to limit the potential for unauthorized
sign ons.

Ultimately, there’s no one right answer. Every
organization has to weigh the pros and cons around
their own users and applications and decide what
makes the most sense moving forward.

3. How Can We Get IT Work Done When
Everyone Is Remote?

2. How Can We Secure Public-facing
Logins?

At some point you’re going to need IT work done in your

If you opt for SaaS applications or VDI, you have one

less viable to schedule the work for when you’re back

other security concern to keep an eye on:

in the office. That means you’ll need a secure way to

public-facing logins.

grant vendors remote access.

facilities. With everyone working from home for the
foreseeable future, including your vendors, it’s less and
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Here are a few best practices for granting elevated

What additional steps are needed to move and archive

access to third-party users:

each user’s content if the layoffs are permanent?

Designate a point person. Put one trusted user from

How will you reinstate access at a later date?

every vendor in charge. That person will decide who

If employees are returning to the office gradually, you

on their team needs access to your systems.

might be able to do the same request and approval

Keep vendors off your VPN. Just as your own users’
personal devices pose a risk on a VPN, your vendors’
corporate or personal devices are just as dangerous.

workflow to get logins back up and running. This is
best if a handful of users are returning on any given
day. If everyone is returning at once …

Use another method that keeps vendors’ devices

Can you automate the process? Automation can be

outside your network perimeter.

helpful at both ends of the process. If, for example, you

Use MFA. As with users, don’t rely solely on
passwords. App-based MFA makes the most sense
since vendor turnover makes physical tokens less
convenient. In addition, confirm that any user signing
in still works for the vendor — send a PIN to their
work email that they must enter to gain access, for
example.
If you really want to keep tabs on vendors, you can
record or watch their activity in real time. But at least

have a high number of layoffs or furloughs, an identity
and access management tool can automatically revoke
access based on certain data and criteria. If the day
comes where you’re bringing back all your employees
at once, automation can help quickly restore logins so
there’s no delay in getting back to work.

5. What Should We Include In Our Plan To
Return To The Workplace?

make sure you have the proper protocols in place to

Whether you plan to bring employees back to the office

grant secure access.

as soon as possible, or delay their return to next year or

4. What’s The Best Way To Manage
Access For Furloughs And Layoffs?

indefinitely, you should put a plan in place for what that
return might look like.
Just as the transition to work from home was jarring, the

With the economy frozen, many companies have

return to the workplace will be too, especially for

unfortunately had to furlough or lay off workers.

employees who have been furloughed and for employees

While that carries many implications, one of the

who haven’t used on-premise applications or systems

most important for your organization to keep tabs

in months.

on is access. When large numbers of employees

There are two important factors to consider in your plans

leave your company, and then suddenly return once

for returning to the office:

business picks up, you have a few questions
to consider:

How you’ll handle forgotten and expired
passwords. Many employees will have forgotten

What is the workflow for revoking access?

passwords to applications they haven’t been using,

Does your request and approval workflow for

and in the meantime, those passwords may

deactivating login IDs still work? Can you quickly

have expired.

and easily set a status for each user, especially in
an environment where you might have dozens or
hundreds of layoffs or furloughs in a day?

First, estimate how many users will need help. Look at
which users haven’t signed in since everyone went home
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or since furloughs took effect to get a sense of how

Reviewing access levels. Access rights might not have

many people might have trouble logging in on their

been at the top of your to-do list as you scrambled to get

first day back.

employees set up to work from home. When everyone

Then, consider ways to scale your password reset

returns to the office, it’s a good time to review.

strategy. For example, you could email users a

Between layoffs and other changes to your business

one-time-only link to reset their password that

since remote work began en masse, roles and

bypasses the typical security questions (which they

responsibilities may have shifted. Invite managers to

might have forgotten the answers to). Users just

review the data for each of their employees and approve

have to click the link and they’ll be taken to a page

access levels based on their current job responsibilities.

where they can reset their password on their own.

Again, an IAM tool will help you efficiently review and
update who has access to what and whether that
access is still valid.

How To Plan For Now And Later
The coronavirus completely changed users’ work environment practically overnight. While
many have adapted to the changes, you are likely facing security issues and concerns that
weren’t present in the office.
Now is the time to review your security and access from top to bottom and plan for the
day you return to the workplace, whether that’s in a month, in a year, or possibly never.
Whichever path your organization chooses, you should be ready with ways to manage
access rights, passwords, user IDs, and user content to ensure a smooth transition.
For more information on how identity (IAM) or privileged access management (PAM) tools
can help, visit Hitachi-ID.com.
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